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State of the Art

A Physically Unclonable Functions (PUF) can be defined as a function which returns the fingerprint of an integrated circuit. It relies on the dispersion of the manufacturing process. The PUF outputs a “response” (or ID) that depends on a control word, called the “challenge”. The response differs from one PUF to another.

Challenge-Response Pair (CRP) protocol for authentication and cryptographic key generation are the two main purposes of PUF. PUF avoids the use of non-volatile memory to store a signature, hence they are well suited in low-cost devices as RFIDs or smartcards. PUFs can be generated by the semi-conductor process, it is called ”Silicon PUF”. There are two main classes of silicon PUFs: the ”delay-based“ PUFs based on delay comparisons, composed of identical elements, and the ”SRAM-PUFs“ exploiting the initial state of memory blocks.

The first silicon PUF introduced by Gassend et al. [1] is the arbiter PUF. It is a delay-based PUF where the delays between two identical controlled paths are compared. From the arbiter PUF derives the XOR PUF, as suggested by Suh et al. [10], and the lightweight secure PUF, as proposed by Majzoobi et al. [7]. These PUFs would allow to mitigate the problem of the modeling attack [8]. The ring-oscillator (RO) PUFs proposed by Suh et al. [10] are based on the comparison between the oscillation frequency of selected pairs of ring-oscillators. The loop PUF (LPUF) introduced by Cherif et al. [3] is a delay based PUF which uses a single ring oscillator to generate the PUF response.

Memory based PUF has been introduced first by Guajardo et al. [2] as SRAM PUFs. Its response is directly related with the state of the SRAM at power up. The disadvantage of these SRAM PUFs is that not all FPGAs supports uninitialized SRAM memory. Therefore, Kumar et al. [4] propose the butterfly PUF that can be used on all types of FPGAs. It works as the SRAM PUF with a memory point based on two flip-flops.

Problem

One of the main question about the PUF is its steadiness, as the response is obtained by a measurement, hence noise is added, and not a ”read” operation. A correction mechanism has to be added to PUF in order to make it reliable. Another issue is its
stability over the time, especially when we consider the aging effects. Many factors contribute to age the device NBTI, HCI, electromigration, as described in [9]. Indeed the aging can decrease the PUF reliability as shown in [6] which performs experiments on RO-PUFs. The tests have been done by accelerating the aging due to NBTI phenomenon. Another study about SRAM-PUF [5] shows that the aging also affects the SRAM-PUF but the correction mechanism can be relatively efficient. The objective of the paper is to study the aging effect on Loop PUF which as been designed in ASIC technology at Télécom ParisTech.

Organization
During this training period, the student will:

1. Read the literature about the PUF and the aging impact.
2. Study the ways to simulate the aging at design stage.
3. Perform aging experiments on the LPUF prototype.
4. Analyze the results and study ways to mitigate aging if the reliability is impacted.
5. Contribute to a “study period” about PUFs in the framework of ISO/IEC.
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